Here And Somewhere Else: Stories And Poems By Grace Paley And Robert Nichols (Two By Two)
**Synopsis**

Husband and wife, parents and grandparents, Grace Paley and Robert Nichols are two writers and activists who constantly engage the world. Here and Somewhere Else, including uncollected or unpublished fiction by both Paley and Nichols, encompasses diverse countries and cultures, and counterpoints stories and poems that reveal engaged artists inventing different ways to illuminate political themes and issues.
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**Customer Reviews**

Beautiful poetry. My favorite poem is "Anti Love Poem" by Grace Paley. It captures everything people love to hate about love; the feeling you get when you love someone so much that it’s overwhelming. This book is a part of a series called 2x2 from The Feminist Press. It is a great series that everyone should look into. If you loved this book as much as I did, you should definitely visit The Feminist Press website to see what other books they are working on. [...] 
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